ESM systems need to use sophisticated signal processing, such as time-frequency representation techniques, for the interception of nonstationary LPI radar signals. In this study, an adaptive filtering technique using an ambiguity-domain elliptical Gaussian kernel is proposed to increase the readability of pseudo-Wigner-Ville distribution based representations for LPI waveform parameter extraction purposes. The complexity and information content of the outputs obtained by the proposed method are evaluated by objective criteria, such as ratio of norms, Rényi entropy, and Jubisa measure. The results quantify efficient filtering performance under severe SNR conditions with lower computational complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the range advantage of electronic support measure (ESM) receivers, high-powered conventional radars can easily be detected by the adversary. In order to decrease this risk and still perform operations, low probability of intercept (LPI) radars are in use since the 1990s. The effective use of emission control on all RF sensor-deployed platforms as well as the increase in the use of LPI waveforms decreased the detection and identification performance of conventional ESM systems.
LPI radars use low-power managed waveforms, which are hard to detect without using sophisticated hardware and signal processing algorithms. Linear frequency modulation (LFM) and phase shift keying (polyphase modulation) techniques are some of the well-known LPI modulations that are used in continuous wave (CW) or pulsed waveforms [1] - [5] .
The presence of background noise, multipath and other interference conditions necessitate the ESM receiver to increase its processing gain to intercept LPI waveforms. By interception we mean both detection and an exploitation process. In [6] , LPI radar detection is considered from a theoretical point of view and it is shown that LPI radar signal detection is possible [6] , [7] with ESM receivers with improved sensitivities. It is also noted that for waveform exploitation a postprocessing is required. Wideband ESM receivers looking across a broad spectrum using noncoherent integration are good solutions for the detection and identification of those waveforms [2] , [3] . Some digital techniques for LPI signal processing and detection strategies are also evaluated in [8] .
Due to the nonstationary nature of aforementioned LPI waveforms, time-frequency (TF) analysis can be implemented for both signal detection and parameter extraction prior to classification. TF representations present the energy density of intercepted signals on time and frequency domains simultaneously. They concentrate the signal within a limited time interval and a limited frequency band, while spreading the noise energy over the entire TF plane. They also provide details about the modulation parameters that are unavailable using power spectral density techniques [9] - [11] .
Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) is one of the bilinear TF transforms, which can be employed to detect and identify LFM signals. It gives the highest energy concentration in the TF plane and shows the nonstationarities of the intercepted signals [10] , [12] . In [13] and [14] , it is shown that WVD-based receivers can be used for optimum detection of LFM waveforms.
Radon and Hough transforms (RT and HT) of pseudo-WVD (PWVD-finite and discrete version of WVD) are effectively used for detection and parameter extraction of LPI waveforms in [15] - [19] . The combination of PWVD and Hough/Radon transform (WHT/WRT) changes the problem of detecting the LFM waveform components in PWVD to that of detecting high intensity points in WHT/WRT parameter space. In order to increase the readability of PWVD and deal with the cross-terms inherent to WVD, several TF domain filtering approaches have also been proposed. A simple rectangular time-varying filter mask was designed in [20] . Signal-dependent kernels that are based on unit-volume radially Gaussian functions with a quantitative optimality criterion were presented in [21] and [22] . RT was used for the determination of angles of the radially distributed contents of the auto-terms in the ambiguity domain in [23] , and a binary kernel was designed. Tomography, along with time-varying filtering was used as a tool for TF analysis in [24] . The theoretical framework for masking and filtering in the Radon-Wigner domain was provided. The concept of TF subspace was used in [45] for TF filtering. An optimum design of TF subspaces, which made use of the Wigner distribution of a linear signal space, was presented. An iterative time-variant filtering based on the discrete Gabor transform (DGT) was also proposed in [46] . The approach iteratively performs DGT of the received signal first, then masking the DGT via thresholding, following an inverse-DGT. A circularly symmetric Gaussian function was used as a low-pass filter (LPF) in [2] and [3] and the filtering was performed in the frequency domain of the PWVD. In [4] , the PWVD was convolved with an elliptic Gaussian filter kernel for de-noising.
In this paper, a 2-D adaptive filtering using an elliptical Gaussian kernel on the ambiguity domain is proposed in order to improve electronic warfare (EW) operators' analysis and parameter extraction capabilities. The proposed approach preserves the support regions of different LPI waveforms (i.e., in continuous, pulsed, or interrupted forms) on a denoised and smoothed PWVD surface. Unlike the WRT/WHT based parameter extraction methods, our approach allows the EW operator to discriminate the types of the waveforms even under low SNR conditions. We investigate the TF information preservation, cross-term and noise suppression, and localization capabilities of the proposed filtering approach. We show that the elliptic Gaussian kernel implemented on the frequency domain directly fits the ambiguity function (AF) support region of the LFM waveforms and provides a sharper natural filter.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a short introduction about LPI signals, WHT-and AF-based signal detection, Section III describes the proposed 2-D-filtering approach, the simulation results are presented in Section IV and Section V concludes the work.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The block diagram for a digital naval ESM system architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . The received signal is assumed to be properly down converted and sampled. The detection and parameter extraction is conducted within the digital signal processing block. Then the emitter parameters are provided to the EW operator as well as the combat management system. Assuming that the conventional pulses are detected via techniques as described in [6] , the proposed approach can be used as a supporting module of an ESM system which deals with the LPI signal detection and parameter extraction separately. This paper concerns with the predetection and postprocessing phases, as shown in Fig. 2 . The LPI signal detection, after the predetection processing, is assumed to be performed successfully using a peak search on the output of the Radon-Ambiguity transform (RAT).
A. LPI Signals
To achieve LPI operations, LFM continuous waveform (LFMCW) is one of the most important and common waveform structure used [25] . This waveform consists of positive (up-chirp) and/or negative (down-chirp) slope LFM parts with instantaneous frequency f i = f c ∓ (B/2) ± βt for 0 < t < T . Here, f c is the RF carrier frequency, B is the transmission modulation bandwidth, T is the modulation period, and β is the chirp rate given as β = B/T . The positive slope LFM signal can then be defined as
(1) where A is the signal amplitude. In LFMCW, the LFM portion repeats itself continuously, having a duty cycle of 100%. Interrupted LFMCW (I-LFMCW) and pulsed LFM waveforms are obtained by reducing the duty cycles and appropriate pulse generation processes.
Frank [26] , P1, P2 [27] , P3, and P4 [28] codes are some of the polyphase codes used in LPI waveforms. In this paper, P1 code is used in CW form for the evaluation of the proposed method. The phase code for P1 is given by The PWVD is derived by windowing x [l], the sampled version of x(t), and defined as [2] 
where w[n] is a real-valued window with length 2N and x * denotes the complex conjugate of x. The PWVD of a multicomponent signal also contains cross-terms between every signal component pair, which limits the readability of the TF diagram. A comprehensive analysis of WVD can be found in [29] - [32] . The chirp rate can equivalently be described as an angle on the PWVD surface using the relation θ = arctan(β) as the digital (geometrical) chirp rate.
C. AMBIGUITY DIAGRAMS OF LFM WAVEFORMS
The AF is generally used to determine the range and Doppler resolutions for a specific radar waveform. The AF AF (τ, υ) characterizes the behavior of a waveform, which is received with a delay τ and a Doppler (frequency) shift υ, with its matched filter [33] . By making use of an inverse Fourier transform (FT), the discrete version of the complex AF for a finite length signal (N samples) can be expressed by the following symmetrized definition
(4) Regardless of the waveform type, the maximum value of |AF(τ, υ)| occurs at zero delay and zero frequency shift. When the contour plots of ambiguity diagrams for LFM waveforms are investigated, it can be seen that the resultant plots are ellipses. The contours of AF diagrams for two sinusoid-modulated pulses are illustrated in Fig. 3 . The width of the ellipse along the delay axis is proportional to the modulation period, while the width of the ellipse along the Doppler axis is proportional to the signal effective bandwidth.
In case of the LFM waveforms, the AF is sheared by the LFM modulation and the ambiguity diagrams of LFM waveforms present a ridge through the origin at an angle equal to the slope of the LFM [33] . This is caused due to the quadratic phase modulation which comes with LFM, i.e., if unmodulated sinusoidal pulse x 0 (t) has an AF of AF(τ, υ), then x 0 (t)exp(jπβ 0 t 2 ) ⇔ AF(τ, υ − β 0 τ ). The shearing effect of an LFM signal on AF is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
WVD and AF are related by the 2D-FT such that,
Due to Fourier duality, AF inherits properties such as the covariance with respect to dilations, rotations, or LFM modulations, which are satisfied by WVD [31] . The auto and cross-term geometries of WVD and AF are shown in Fig. 5 . This geometry is important for the interpretation of WVD and AF especially when working with multicomponent signals. Any auto term is mapped to the center of the AF surface regardless of its type, while the cross-terms are mapped away from the center. 
D. RADON-AMBIGUITY TRANSFORM
The RT is the projection of a 2-D function f (x, y), along a radial line s oriented at a specific angle. The RT of a 2-D function f (x, y) can be defined as [34] , [35] R(r, θ ) = +∞ −∞ f (r cos θ − s sin θ, r sin θ + s cos θ) ds (6) where r = x i cos θ + y j sin θ, and the s-axis lies along the line perpendicular to r and can be calculated as s = y cos θ − x sin θ.
In order to detect the slope of an LFM waveform, the RT can be performed on the AF magnitude for those line integrals that pass through the origin for a series of different chirp rates [36] . This technique is called the RAT and defined as
The angle (θ) of each line integral corresponds to the digital chirp rate of LFM waveforms. Among the integration results, the maximum peak corresponding to the equivalent chirp rate of LFM waveforms is searched. The method has been shown to provide equivalent performance to the Radon-Wigner transform (RWT) detection algorithm while reducing the search space from two dimensions to only one [37] . RAT is employed as an LFM detection and sweep rate estimation technique in [36] - [38] . Two kinds of multi-LFM detectors based on the RAT (the envelope detector and the square-law detector) have been proposed by [37] . In [38] , the ability of the RAT algorithm has been demonstrated to detect LFM signals down to SNR levels of -9 dB, where in [36] it is shown that in addition to LFM waveform, this method also detects the stepped-LFM and polyphase pulse compression waveforms.
Although AF surface has cross-terms for multicomponent signals, the application of RAT avoids cross-terms efficiently since they are located apart from the zero delay/Doppler coordinate. From that point of view, RAT also inherits the advantage of linear TF approaches, such as, STFT which are not exposed to the cross-term problem.
III. AMBIGUITY-DOMAIN ELLIPTICAL GAUSSIAN FIL-TERING
The WRT/WHT transform maps the signal energy from the Wigner spectrum to another parameter space where the signal detection and parameter extraction can be performed using WRT/WHT peaks. However, LFMCW, CW polyphase codes, pulsed LFM and I-LFMCW signals that have the same chirp rate and the center frequency cannot be distinguished using these methods. These signals produce similar results using WRT/WHT techniques. An illustration of WRT for LFMCW, I-LFMCW and pulsed LFM which have the same chirp rate (the slope of the LFM lines are 45°) and modulation period/repetition interval (256 samples) is shown in Fig. 6 . For this example, a total of 512 signal samples are used with 512 positive frequency bins. We can observe the differences between the waveforms from PWVD contours in Fig. 6 (a), while this cannot be done from their WRT contours. As can be seen from Fig. 6 (b) and (c), all waveforms' WRTs produce the same slope and radial distance between LFM components, which might cause erroneous automatic identification results.
Although it is easy for an EW operator to separate these waveforms from each other for SNR levels as low as -3 dB, it is very hard to do so below that level. High noise is a major challenge for both the operator and the autonomous detection and parameter extraction algorithms. Due to the nonstationary nature of chirp signals, conventional windowing or filtering techniques cannot effectively increase the SNR of the noisy LFM type signals. Instead, filtering can be implemented in TF domain using 2-D filter kernels, and smoothed (denoised) PWVD (SPWVD) representations can be obtained. The SPWVD surfaces can be presented to EW operators and be effectively used for analysis purposes in order to identify the type of the signal and extract their critical parameters. It is frequently assumed that the signal's energy is mostly preserved in low frequencies. Although this is generally true, due to the elliptical support of LFM type waveforms, where the spectral components are strong at low frequencies and weak at high frequencies, a circular kernel may not pass all the frequency band of the waveform. If the circular filter kernel is not wide enough, some parts of the LFM spectrum will be filtered out causing an information loss. On the other hand using a wide kernel will result in passing more noise as well as passing cross-term spectrum. The circularly symmetric LPF frequency response projection is illustrated in filtering of an LFMCW waveform from the 2D-FFT of the PWVD in Fig. 7 .
In [5] , the PWVD TF surfaces PW D [l, ω] of size M × N were convolved with an elliptical filter kernel h elliptic [l, ω] to denoise the TF surfaces. This discrete spatial domain filtering can be written as a convolution sum [5] : Since the frequency spectrum of PWVD is given by AF, using the Fourier convolution theorem, we can re-express (8) as
where H elliptic [n, v] is the filter transfer function. The denoised PWVD can then be obtained by
Frequency domain filtering is computationally faster than performing a convolution in the spatial domain, especially when the filter size increases.
A. Proposed 2-D Filtering Approach
In this paper, due to the elliptical supports of LFM type waveforms in both the AF surface and the PWVD, an elliptically shaped filter kernel is proposed to be applied in the ambiguity domain, as shown in Fig. 8 . An elliptical filter kernel passes the auto-term spectrum of the LFM waveforms, while filtering out the cross-term spectrum as well as most of the additive noise. We can define a 2-D ideal filter with elliptically shaped frequency response as
where (ω 1 , ω 2 ) ≤ |π|, ω c1 is the major axis and ω c2 is the minor axis cutoff frequencies, respectively.
The centroid of the ellipse is designed to locate at AF(0, 0), zero delay-Doppler point of the ambiguity surface. The elliptical filter support region is rotated to match the slope of the auto-term spectrum, as shown in Fig. 8 . The rotation angle θ is equal to the angle of the line integral of the auto-term spectrum, which is calculated via RAT. If θ is taken as the positive angle between the major axis of the ellipse and the horizontal frequency axis ω 1 , then the rotated kernel can be defined as
where ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 ) T , and the rotation matrix R is given in terms of the rotation angle θ as R = cos θ − sin θ sin θ cos θ . We can then express H ell ideal θ as
Ideal filters cause blurring and ringing artifacts. In order to minimize these effects and to provide a good localization on both spatial and frequency domains, we employ a Gaussian function as the filter kernel. Gaussian function optimizes the abovementioned localization constraints while it minimizes the artifacts of the ideal filter since it is smooth and continuous [39] . We can define the elliptical Gaussian filter transfer function as where σ is the spread of the 2-D circular Gaussian blob in both dimensions, where a and b are the major and minor axis forming factors for elliptical shaping. After rotating the elliptical Gaussian kernel for a rotation angle of θ using the rotation matrix R, we can write
The major and minor axis cutoff frequencies can be defined as ω c 1 = σ √ a and ω c 2 = σ √ b. Note that the cutoff frequencies are in fact the spreads of the Gaussian blob on ω 1 and ω 2 frequency axes, respectively. Then the rotated elliptic Gaussian kernel is 
Once the elliptical Gaussian filter kernel is designed on the ambiguity domain with the desired slope, the AF is element-wise multiplied with the kernel matrix. Following the multiplication a 2-D-IFFT operation is done on the masked AF and a smoothed PWVD is obtained. The proposed 2-D filtering block diagram is shown in Fig. 9 .
B. Computational Complexity
The proposed filtering approach necessitates the determination of the slope angle of LFM components in TF domain. Employing the PWVD as the TF analysis method, the slope angle can be determined by either RWT or RAT. The RWT-based detector integrates the PWVD over all possible lines (all the slope angles and positional offsets) in TF plane. This means, if the PWVD has a dimension of M × N, and the number of projection angles used for RT is , then the number of the lines to be processed in RWT will be √ N 2 + M 2 . On the other hand, the slope angle determination can also be done by searching for the lines passing through the origin of the ambiguity plane. In this case, RATbased detector integrates the ambiguity plane only for the lines passing through the origin and the number of the lines to be processed in RAT will only be . Note that the search space is reduced from two dimensions to only one. Since the filtering is proposed to be conducted on the ambiguity domain, there will be a multiplication operation of the AF with the filter mask and an IFFT operation to obtain the PWVD back. The IFFT operation needs NM(M log M + N log N) calculations due to two dimensions. If the PWVD is directly filtered using a convolution sum with a filter of size of R × R, R 2 multiplications and R 2 additions need to be performed per output sample. If the PWVD has N 2 elements (assuming M = N) and the filter has R 2 elements (R ≤ N), then the spatial domain techniques generally perform O(N 2 R 2 ) calculations and the frequency domain techniques perform O(2N 2 log N) calculations. It is clear that RAT is less burdensome than RWT, and the frequency domain filtering will obviously be faster for filters having large spatial extent.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed method is tested on a simulated signal database. The TF information preservation, cross-term and noise suppression, and localization capabilities of the ambiguity-domain elliptical Gaussian filtering approach is investigated. For test purposes, LFMCW, polyphase P1 CW code, I-LFMCW and pulsed LFM signals are simulated with a sampling frequency f s of 1024 Hz. In order to examine the effect of chirp rate on filter effectiveness, each LFM waveform is simulated with 12 different bandwidths. P1 codes, on the other hand, are generated only for four different bandwidths due to the design constraints. The modulation period/repetition interval was 0.5 s (512 time samples) for LFM signals.
The bandwidths of LFM waveforms are varied from 0.0625(f s /2) to 0.75(f s /2) with 0.0625(f s /2) steps, while keeping the carrier frequency constant at 0.25(f s ). The pulsed LFM signals are generated having 128 time samples, which correspond to a 25% duty cycle. I-LFMCW signals have two components in each repetition interval with 128 samples giving a total of 50% duty cycle. The P1 codes are generated with code lengths of N c = 16, 64, 144, 196, which corresponds to modulation periods of T = 512, 512, 576, 588, and bandwidths of B = 0.0625(f s /2) (1, 4, 8, 11 ), respectively.
A very important drawback of WVD analysis is the cross-term effect. In order to demonstrate the cross-term effect along with the 2-D filter performances, each signal is designed to have two modulation periods/repetition intervals causing a cross-term support region between the auto terms. I-FMCW signals cause more than one cross-term component (see Fig. 10 ) which makes the filtering a bit more challenging. The PWVD surfaces of simulated LFM waveforms are demonstrated in Fig. 10 , at an SNR level of +12 dB and a digital chirp rate of 37°(P1 code is not included since it has a similar support region to LFMCW). The support regions are emphasized between dashed lines and the cross-terms are emphasized within dotted ellipsoids.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed filtering method, white Gaussian complex noise is added to each signal under test. The waveforms are simulated between -12 dB and +12 dB SNR levels with 1 dB steps. Monte Carlo simulations are conducted with 100 realizations.
The proposed filtering method is compared to circularly symmetric narrowband and wideband Gaussian LPF s. The cutoff frequency of the wideband circular LPF is selected to be equal to the major axis, while the narrow band circular LPF cutoff frequency is selected to be equal to the minor axis cutoff frequencies of the elliptical Gaussian filter. The major axis cutoff frequency is taken as ω c 1 = 0.25π while the minor axis cutoff frequency is taken as ω c 2 = 0.0156π. In this paper major/minor axis cutoff frequency optimization is not considered and the frequencies are selected heuristically.
A. Objective Criteria to Measure the Filter Effectiveness
The quality of the outputs of two dimensional signals being filtered are often exposed to subjective criteria such as visual inspection of TF surfaces or 2-D TF contours. In this paper, some quantitative performance measures are employed in order to provide objective criteria of complexity and information content of the filter outputs, which is related to the signal components (i.e., LFM components).
The first measure employed is the ratio of norms (RoN), which was introduced by Jones and Parks [40] and Sejdić et al. [41] . Rényi and normalized Rényi entropy measures are also calculated due to their opposite responses to the cross-term effect. The last measure, which does not need normalization in the presence of cross-terms, was proposed by Stankovic [42] and called the Jubisa measure.
1) RoN-Based Measure: This concentration measure favors those components with higher concentration. RoN of PWVD is given by
(16) When there are multiple components in the TF plane of approximately equal energies, the norm-based measures will favor the distribution with a "peaky" component [42] . We seek for an optimal 2-D filter whose output gives the maximum M JP . This will indicate that the filtered PWVD surface is highly concentrated.
2) Rényi TF Information Measure: The Rényi entropy measure applied to PWVD is
where α ≥ 2 is the order of the Rényi entropy. For α = 2, the cross-terms of PWVD would increase the energy leading to false conclusion that the concentration improves [42] . The order is selected to be α = 3, which is the next possible choice to give a well defined and useful information measure [43] . Entropy-based TF concentration measures produce minimal values so that the filtering performances can be compared [44] .
3) Normalized Rényi TF Information Measure: In case of LFM type CW signals, as long as the zero mean cross-terms do not overlap with the auto-terms Rényi entropy with α = 3 will fail to detect them. Cross-terms do not contribute to Rényi entropy for odd values of α. Due to these reasons some kind of normalization must be done [42] . The volume-normalized Rényi entropy can then be formulated
Summing the cross-terms in absolute value will decrease the TF measure E NRα more, if the cross-terms get larger. This will indicate smaller concentration, due to the appearance of cross-terms. 
where p > 1 with normalized energy constraint,
The cross-terms that do not overlap with the auto-terms will increase M L , indicating a worse concentration for p > 1. If PW D [l, ω] has two separate regions (two-component signal) with different concentrations, for p > 1 both components contribute to M L with almost equal weights. In this paper p = 2 is chosen.
B. Evaluation of the Simulation Results
Each performance measure is calculated throughout entire Monte Carlo realizations. The overall results are the average of all realizations. In order to constitute an upper/lower bound for evaluation of quantitative performance measure results, baselines are obtained via simulations of PWVD of noise-only and PWVD of unfiltered signal+noise cases.
Since the evaluation of the RAT performance is not an aim of this work and has already been studied in [37] , the digital chirp rate needed for H elliptic Gauss θ is directly applied to the proposed filter with an assumption that RAT has been conducted. This also means that the LPI signal detection decision is assumed to be made (see Fig. 2 ). The results of the TF performance measures are presented in Figs. 11 and 12 along with the filtered PWVD surfaces for visual comparison in Fig. 13 .
The maximum value of the RoN-based measure M JP is obtained through the proposed filtering approach for all SNR values and all waveforms [see Fig. 11(a)-(d) ]. M JP converges to a saturation point above +12 dB SNR level. While M JP of the proposed method clearly separates from the unfiltered PWVD in LFMCW and P1 cases for all SNR levels, its separation becomes apparent above -8 dB SNR level in the pulsed LFM case. This coincides with the area of support regions of the waveforms in the ambiguity domain. The proposed technique provides good TF concentration after denoising.
The Rényi entropy measure E Rα presents us a crossterm-free information of the TF content. This is due to the fact that XW V D α (t, )dtd → 0, for all odd α ≥ 1, where XWVD is the cross-WVD. In Fig. 11(e)-(h) , we can see two regions; E Rα > 0 and E Rα < 0. E Rα > 0 indicate the denoising performances of filters. The denoising performance of the filter increases for higher values of E Rα . The region where E Rα < 0 indicates the information preservation. The smaller value indicates a better information preservation. The proposed filtering technique shows good denoising capability as well as very close results to the original signal. Although, narrowband circular Gaussian filter has a better denoising performance, this comes with a price of information loss. Note that E Rα LFMCW < E Rα P 1 < E Rα I −LFMCW < E Rα Pulsed−LFM . This is due to the counting property of the Rényi entropy which indicates that each auto-term contributes separately to the overall entropy [43] . The Rényi entropy values of LFMCW and P1 At low SNR levels, improvement of the filters come from noise suppression, while at higher SNR levels the improvement of the filter is a combination of both denoising and cross-term suppression.
In each case, the proposed approach is the second best. The lowest values are obtained through narrowband circular Gaussian filter. But we can see that E NRα of narrowband circular Gaussian filtered PWVD is almost zero in all SNR levels, which indicates that output of the logarithm converges to zero. That is because of the extensive smoothing obtained through the narrowband filtering. This may be misleading. Note that E NRα of the narrowband circular Gaussian filter is almost constant for all SNR levels, while E NRα of the proposed method follows an improvement parallel to the original signal. This situation presents the information preserving behavior of the proposed approach, while succesfully suppressing cross terms.
Under low SNR regimes, the support region of the intercepted signals is unrecognizable from the PWVD surfaces. This is shown in Fig. 13(a)-(d) for a visual comparison. Although narrowband circular Gaussian filter clearly filters out most of the noise, it certainly loses information inherent to the signal intercepted [see Fig. 13 (e)-(h)]. While some distinct TF contours can be recognized (LFM ridges are atomized), neither the type of the LPI waveform nor the parameters of it is recognized. On the other hand, the waveform components can be distinguished and their parameters can be estimated through the SPWVD surfaces obtained by the proposed, adaptively rotated elliptical Gaussian filter kernel as shown in Fig. 13(i)-(l) . The amplitude gain and the TF concentration performance of the proposed method is also demonstrated in Fig. 14, using SNR level of 0 dB with comparison to narrowband circular Gaussian filter output. A time slice is taken for a time instant, showing the frequency response at that instant. It can be seen that the output of the proposed filter has both a higher peak [see Fig. 14(a) ] and a higher TF concentration [see Fig. 14(b) , amplitude normalized].
The impact of digital chirp rate θ of LFM waveforms is also investigated through the performance measures. The digital chirp rate directly affects the orthogonal distance of the LFM ridges to each other. For the small values of θ, the auto-components and the cross-terms get closer to each other, and the filtering becomes more challenging. The Rényi entropy results are presented in Fig. 15 , for three waveforms, using the outputs of the three filtering approaches at -9 dB SNR level. We can see that, except a slight increase in the entropy of LFMCW, elliptical Gaussian filtering is the less sensitive approach to the changes of digital chirp rate. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, a 2-D adaptive filtering method using an elliptical Gaussian kernel on the ambiguity domain is proposed to improve EW operators' analysis and parameter extraction capabilities. The proposed approach is tested with four waveforms; LFMCW, I-LFMCW, pulsed LFM, and polyphase P1 CW code. The TF support region (information) preservation, cross term and noise suppression, and localization capabilities of the proposed approach are investigated through computer experiments. Some quantitative performance measures are employed in order to provide objective criteria for the evaluation of those capabilities. The RoN, the Rényi, Normalized Rényi entropies, and the Jubisa TF measures are calculated for the SPWVD surfaces obtained by the proposed approach.
The results show that the proposed approach is efficient and robust under severe SNR conditions. The support regions of different LFM waveforms are preserved and can be distinguished down to -9 dB SNR after filtering. The SP-WVD is still peaky and highly concentrated. The SPWVD surfaces obtained by the proposed filtering method can be presented to EW operators. Unlike the WRT/WHT-based parameter extraction methods, our approach allows the EW operator to identify the type of the waveform and extract its critical parameters even under low SNR conditions.
The filter kernel is adaptively oriented to the chirp rate of the LFM waveform by using RAT and the SPWVD is then obtained by 2-D-IFFT. It is shown that the computational complexity of the proposed approach is lower than a timedomain equivalent. The performance of the filter is also related to RAT-based detection techniques [38] . The filter kernel (major/minor axis cutoff frequencies) used in this study is designed heuristically. The optimization of kernel parameters with information measures is considered as a future work. He is currently with the Turkish Naval Research Center Command (TNRCC) mainly in electronic warfare (EW) systems development and integration projects, radar crosssection (RCS) measurement, and analysis campaigns. Prior to his assignment to TNRCC, he served four years on board naval platforms as a commissioned officer. His current research interests include RCS measurement, test, estimation and analysis, ship radar signature management, radar signal processing, EW systems and EW tactics, and timefrequency signal analysis.
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